Rules of Engagement:
- Commanders will determine which personnel are mission-essential based on local mission requirements.
- Road conditions will be determined by base leadership.
- In **RED / BLACK** road conditions, 50 SW/CC, in consultation w/ 50 MSG & 50 SFS, will determine early release or delayed reporting for SAFB based on weather and road conditions.
- In **BLACK** road conditions, POVs should not be on the installation roads.
- Notifications Timeline:
  - Late reporting and closure decisions are normally made no later than 4 a.m.
  - Early release decisions are normally made by noon
- The primary notification of late reporting or base closure information will be by AtHoc notification, SAFB website, SAFB Facebook page or calling the Schriever snow line at **567-SNOW (7669)**.
- Weather conditions vary widely throughout the area, so individuals with specific commuting concerns should contact their leadership for a risk management assessment.
Schriever AFB Parking Lot Closure Plan During Snow Removal Operations
Ladies and Gentlemen,

The following informative slides are meant to ease the burden of vehicle issues during snow removal operations here on Schriever AFB. We are implementing a new plan to temporarily close off certain parking lots to allow us to remove snow properly and reduce the chances of vehicle accidents due to base personnel parking where snow removal operations are being performed.

The slides that follow will provide you with an illustration of the signs to look for at the base entrances and signs to look for when finding a lot to park in. When lots are closed for snow removal, we will have one outbound lane open for personnel in transition trying to leave. We will work diligently to ensure that the parking lots are closed and opened in a timely manner for shift changes, operations on base, and ADA parking access.

Thank you for your time,

V/r

SSgt John Dodd, Jr.
50 CES Dirt Boyz
Informative Gate Signs

These signs will be placed at the gates to inform incoming Schriever AFB traffic of the parking lots that are currently closed. This will help transiting base personnel plan and park accordingly to support snow removal operations.
Informative Parking Lot Signs

These signs are to be placed on all inbound lanes of the closed parking lots to inform transiting base personnel that they are not allowed to park in the area due to ongoing snow removal operations.
North Parking Lots

- Positions of Closed Parking Signs
- Outbound lane only open

Please take note of the placement of the signs that will be on the closed parking lots. The red lines that have a yellow circle around them will have the outbound lane only open for traffic that is leaving the parking area.

Understand that both parking lots will not be closed at the same time. This will only happen one at a time during snow removal operations.
West Parking Lots

- Positions of Closed Parking Signs
- Outbound lane only open

Please take note of the placement of the signs that will be on the closed parking lots. The red lines that have a yellow circle around them will have the outbound lane only open for traffic that is leaving the parking area.

Understand that both parking lots will not be closed at the same time. This will only happen one at a time during snow removal operations.